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THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
of
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
presents the
EASTERN ILLINOIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Earl W. Boyd, Conductor
featuring
DAVID ULFENG, Violist

* 

Program

Symphony No. 5, op. 95, in E Minor (New World) ___ Anton Dvorak
Adagio-Allegro Molto
Largo
Molto Vivace
Allegro con Fuoco

INTERMISSION

Theme and Variations for Viola and Orchestra ______ Alan Shulman
David Ulfeng, Violist

Selections from 'My Fair Lady' --------------- Lerner-Loewe
arr. Bennett

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1963
8:00 P. M.
FINE ARTS THEATER
Personnel

\begin{itemize}
  \item Violin
    \begin{itemize}
      \item David Ulfeng
      \item Carolyn Anfinson
      \item Robert Timblin
      \item Stephen Warble
      \item Carol Timblin
      \item Rebecca Cottingham
      \item Val Bush
      \item Linda Moulton
      \item Robert Bennett
      \item Curtis Price
      \item Garth Riegel
      \item Fred Moore
      \item Carol Ray Timblin
      \item Carol Turner
      \item Carole Ingram
      \item Myra Ulm
      \item Linda Sperry
      \item Sharon Juriga
      \item Mary Reid
      \item Janice Poole
      \item Robert Cahill
    \end{itemize}
  \item Bass
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Jane Freeman
      \item Karol Baugh
      \item Joe Banks
      \item Fred Muller
      \item Tom Davis
      \item Neal Underwood
      \item Leslie Stewart
    \end{itemize}
  \item French Horn
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Richard Scott
      \item Judy Fehrman
      \item John Guide
      \item Barbara Crawford
      \item Richard Cambridge
    \end{itemize}
  \item Flute
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Alice Swickard
      \item Marcia McKown
      \item Allen Corzine
      \item Judy Gregg
    \end{itemize}
  \item Oboe
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Dennis Figura
      \item Richard Zatteau
    \end{itemize}
  \item Clarinet
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Robert Juriga
      \item Charlene Berchert
      \item Janice Brooks
      \item Lowell Thomas
    \end{itemize}
  \item Bassoon
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Sara Sue Smith
      \item Suellyn Lindsey
    \end{itemize}
  \item Viola
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Genevra Dvorak
      \item Sue Ulfeng
      \item Linda Spraggins
      \item Judy Voorhees
      \item Marcia Rittmeyer
      \item Roxy Peck
      \item Carol Hiddle
      \item Charlotte Baker
      \item James Robertson
      \item Loralee Coleman
      \item Ruth Riegel
      \item Dennis Sparger
      \item William Sunderman
      \item Robert Long
      \item Mary Casey
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}